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Abstract
This chapter argues for a structural injustice approach to the governance of AI. Structural
injustice has an analytical and an evaluative component. The analytical component consists of
structural explanations that are well-known in the social sciences. The evaluative component is
a theory of justice. Structural injustice is a powerful conceptual tool that allows researchers and
practitioners to identify, articulate, and perhaps even anticipate, AI biases. The chapter begins
with an example of racial bias in AI that arises from structural injustice. The chapter then
presents the concept of structural injustice as introduced by the philosopher Iris Marion Young.
The chapter moreover argues that structural injustice is well suited as an approach to the
governance of AI and compares this approach to alternative approaches that start from
analyses of harms and benefits or from value statements. The chapter suggests that structural
injustice provides methodological and normative foundations for the values and concerns of
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion. The chapter closes with an outlook onto the idea of “structure”
and on responsibility. The idea of a structure is central to justice. An open theoretical research
question is to what extent AI is itself part of the structure of society. Finally, the practice of
responsibility is central to structural injustice. Even if they cannot be held responsible for the
existence of structural injustice, every individual and every organization has some responsibility
to address structural injustice going forward.
Keywords Political Philosophy; Applied Ethics; Artificial Intelligence; Structural Injustice;
Racism; Iris Marion Young

1. Introduction
Structural injustice has risen to the top of the agenda. The United States continues to be rocked
by police-inflicted violence, especially against people of color; in the background, the American
foundational legend—of having discovered a “new world” on which generations of settlers built
their dreams—is falling apart.1 At the same time, countries in Europe are grappling with
disparities in how gender, race, ability, class, and origin affect wages, social recognition, political
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and economic participation, and casually-inflicted prejudices that perfuse everyday life.2 Around
the globe, the pervasive effects of racism and colonialism have been documented: not only in
terms of material differences in outcomes and opportunities, but also in discursive or semiotic
differences in how particular groups are portrayed. For example, Black neighborhoods in New
York City are advertised as exotic and edgy destinations for the adventurous white tourist
(Törnberg & Chiappini, 2020). In short, the Global North is growing the awareness that the
status quo builds on and manifests various past and present-day injustices and normative
deficiencies.
With this growing awareness, students, professionals, academics, and policy-makers in the
Global North are attending to the role that Artificial Intelligence (AI) plays in maintaining,
entrenching, or even exacerbating this unjust status quo.3 A software feature may be
well-intended and an algorithm considered objective, but when deployed in an unjust status quo,
they will likely perpetuate injustice or worsen it. AI interacts with unjust social structures—AI
exacerbates structural injustice.
What should we make of this idea? The term “structural injustice” has been used to describe a
very wide range of different phenomena, including police brutality, unequal health outcomes,
pay gaps, as well as inequalities in educational opportunities. But the theory of structural
injustice faces challenges. The theory is epistemically hard. Even if you know there is a problem
of structural injustice, you may find understanding what this “problem” is exactly just as hard as
solving it. Moreover, the theory of structural injustice might seem methodologically deficient.
Insofar as it is not couched in terms of agents or institutions, or doesn’t specify causal
mechanisms, skeptics decry the idea of structural injustice as a set of, perhaps
ideologically-motivated, causally free-flowing conjectures. The theory of structural injustice is
also rhetorically or ideologically disadvantaged. Concerns about structural injustice are often
articulated in opposition to a liberal or western mainstream, sometimes as issues of diversity,
equity, and inclusion (DEI). But what, exactly, lies behind this language of DEI?
This chapter presents the theory of structural injustice. We explain some of the theoretical
foundations of equity and social justice, or, relatedly DEI. We demonstrate that, as opposed to
being a mere buzzword, this theory is not a political slogan but a respectable normative and
empirical concept. As such, structural injustice ought to inform research and legislation on
issues, such as, how AI interacts with social identities like gender and race, or how the
development of AI reflects existing economic interests. We argue that structural injustice, and
AI’s capacity to exacerbate it across many spheres of human life, must be taken seriously.
We concentrate here mostly on gender and race. Structural injustices usually attach to salient
social categories such as race, gender, age, ability, or sexual orientation. As such, structural
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computing, the possible uses of AI have dramatically increased.
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injustice has to do with identity. Because race, gender, age, ability, or sexual orientation are
central to a person’s self-conception or self-image, how one is treated based on these
characteristics is a matter of high moral concern and deep emotional valence. But although
structural injustice attaches to social identity, this chapter is not concerned with identity politics.4
Insofar as the chapter aims to make a political contribution at all, ours has a theoretical focus:
We are concerned that appeals to the values of DEI or to structural injustice in AI are dismissed
as a fad, as mysterious methodology, as empty slogans used to virtue-signal, or as sectarian
interests pushed by advocacy groups. This is not the case. We argue that the theory of
structural injustice is a useful lens for anyone concerned with AI governance. A theory of
structural injustice allows researchers and practitioners to identify, articulate and perhaps even
anticipate phenomena and problems that may otherwise go unrecognized. Some basic
theoretical ingredients of structural injustice—social-structural explanations and theories of
justice—easily extend from gender and race to issues of ability, sexual identity, or economic
power.
This chapter covers only limited ground. First, it does not cover business or managerial issues,
such as building project teams, nor does it cover the sociology, demographics, or politics of who
builds and uses AI today. Making sure that research, design and engineering teams are diverse
is important for addressing structural injustices and for bringing the values of DEI to life. This
chapter concentrates instead on the foundations of DEI or social justice: Which theoretical and
moral considerations underwrite a concern for DEI? Second, this chapter concentrates on
stylized examples. We cannot do justice to the nuanced ways in which structural injustice plays
out. This is because social identities are complex, and the experience of structural injustice
often attaches to more than one social category at once. We take our examples mainly from a
north-american context. However, thanks to them being somewhat abstract, the examples
should easily travel to other contexts.
In sum, this chapter provides a conceptual lens to bring into sharper focus how AI relates to
structural injustice. We contribute to discussions on DEI by conceptualizing present-day calls for
diversity, equity, and inclusion in the sphere of AI as demands of justice, rather than a bid to
reduce harm or attempts to comply with ethical codes of conduct that are frequently drafted by
tech corporations. We do this by giving a primer on the concept of structural injustice as it has
been developed by scholars in moral and political philosophy, in particular by Iris Marion Young
(Young, 2006, 2011). We argue that this perspective on structural injustice is particularly
important for AI. This chapter not so much highlights the myriad unintended ways in which
developing and deploying AI may contribute to structural injustice, but it aims to equip the
reader with the theoretical foundations for tools that help to recognize structural injustices and
with a sense of responsibility to attend to them.
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2. AI and Structural Injustice
As a starting point, we assume that police violence, gender prejudice, and—more
broadly—disadvantages because of differences in class, race, ability, or gender are often
structural phenomena. By this, we mean, first, that they are generally not fully explained by the
intentional actions of particular individuals.5 Police officers may act out of basic instinctive
self-preservation or because they internalize problematic informal professional norms, and
journalists ask questions that are loaded with gender prejudices because they have reason to
believe that viewers care about these questions. Similarly, even the measurable physiological
differences—that African American women are 60 percent more likely to have high blood
pressure, or that African American children have vastly increased Blood Lead Levels—cannot
be linked to any individual act or policy at all. Second, structural phenomena—police violence
and elevated lead levels—often seem to have something in common; not only in their outcomes
(each concerns a disadvantage on Black people) but also in their causes.
Well-intentioned individuals—even those who care about the end-goal of racial
equality—typically take social structures for granted and accept their constraints and
affordances. We tend to work with our world as it is “given”. Informal norms, unconsciously
internalized expectations, or learned emotional responses are larger than individuals but have a
hold on us. Such structural features influence and explain the conduct of individuals and, even
more so, aggregate outcomes. Engineers, entrepreneurs, and policy-makers may put great
effort behind building products that make the world a better place and that yet still may have the
opposite effect. These effects may not be deliberate, but nevertheless, they are profound. To
understand this, structural explanations can help. Structural explanations are the central
ingredient in a theory of structural injustice (cf. Soon, 2021). Let us turn to an illustrative
example.

2.1 How Structure Matters: Example of AI in Health Care
Hospitals use decision-rules, i.e. algorithms, to identify high-need patients—patients with
chronic conditions and complex medical needs—to invite them to special outpatient treatment
programs. In 2019, researchers found that an algorithm to identify such high-need patients
exhibits “significant racial bias” (Obermeyer et al., 2019): Although more than 46% of Black
patients should have received the help of such treatment programs, only 17.7% did. Black
patients were less likely to be selected for the special treatment programs despite there being
no difference in underlying health conditions.
The reason for this bias is instructive. On the face of it, from the perspective of researchers and
policymakers, the algorithm seems unbiased. In fact, it predicts total medical expenditures
without a significant racial difference. The algorithm assigns patients risk scores—this is the
prediction it makes—and each of these risk scores is associated with the same average medical
5
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expenditures, regardless of whether a patient is white or Black. The algorithm hence correctly
predicts, without significant bias, whether or not a patient has high health needs—at least when
“high need” is understood as total medical expenditures.
The bias creeps in, however, when we consider the relationship between health and medical
expenditures. When developing the algorithm at hand, medical expenditures were falsely taken
to be a good proxy for underlying health. On average, however, the healthcare system spends
less on Black patients than on white patients at all levels of healthcare needs. As a result, the
algorithm did predict costs correctly, but given that average healthcare costs are lower for Black
patients, the algorithm underestimated the Black patients’ healthcare needs. In a way, the
algorithm “sees” fewer health needs in Black patients. This lines up with how Black patients’
experience their interactions with the medical profession already today (Cuevas et al., 2016). AI
thus overlooks Black persons’ healthcare needs, rendering them less visible or less urgent.
This is a clear case of racial injustice (we leave aside for now what makes it an injustice: why,
since not all differences are unjust, is this difference an injustice?). This injustice is structural
because it is best explained with reference to structural features. To get a sense for the power of
structural explanations, consider why, for any given health need, average medical expenditures
are lower for Black patients.
One set of hypotheses looks at medical professionals. Doctors need not be outright racists, in
the sense of consciously ascribing racial inferiority to Black patients,6 in order to treat them
differently. We inhabit a world where racial categories remain socially salient: that is, our
perceived racial difference has a significant impact on how our social interactions unfold across
a wide range of contexts. Many people still believe that race is a biobehavioral essence that
explains our behavioral and cultural dispositions (Zack, 2014), and operate on this assumption
when dealing with members of other racial groups. Others insist that race is socially
constructed, rather than natural or biological. Nonetheless, like other social constructs (eg.
money), race has profound material effects on our lived experience. “Race is”, to quote Charles
W. Mills, “a contingently deep reality that structures our particular social universe” (1998, p. 48).
Given widespread assumptions, stereotypes, prejudices, or generalizations about Black people,
including their lifestyles and genetic predispositions, medical staff and professionals might
implicitly or unintentionally be less responsive to the needs of Black patients—a problem not
only of implicit bias but of discursive norms (Ayala-López, 2018). Thus, even when the locus of
the causal mechanism that explains racial differences in medical expenditures is located with
individuals—here: the medical professionals—the properties that fuel this mechanism are
structural: assumptions, habits of thought, stereotypes, prejudices, discursive norms, or
generalizations about Black patients.
Yet the shortcomings of the medical system cannot be solely attributed to the behavior of
medical professionals. A second set of hypotheses looks at material features. In many parts of
the US, White patients are geographically closer to medical resources than Black patients. As
6
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Probst et al. put it, “[d]isadvantage among rural racial/ethnic minorities is a function of place as
well as race” (2004). This structural feature—geographic location, affordance, and travel
costs—can, in part, explain the racial differences in medical expenditures that led to the racial
bias in the health AI.
A third set of hypotheses turns to the patients. Black Americans trust the medical system less
than other groups (Boulware et al., 2003). This lack of trust can mediate a lack of engagement
in care (Eaton et al., 2015), which in turn leads to lower average medical expenditures. The root
causes of this lack of trust are largely unclear. Often, researchers seek to explain this lack of
trust by pointing to the infamous Tuskegee study. This would be a rather non-structural
explanation. However, the Tuskegee study is not sufficiently well-known in the Black American
population to directly explain the lack of trust in this way (Brandon et al., 2005). Lack of trust,
even if not necessarily a structural feature itself, is likely best explained in reference to structural
features—prevailing narratives, expectations, stereotypes about the medical system. Thus, lack
of trust is another structural feature for racial differences in medical expenditures despite
identical health conditions.
Despite their variety, these hypotheses still are not exhaustive. Other explanations involve
socioeconomic status, gender norms (especially traditional masculine norms that eschew
physical vulnerability), lack of awareness of healthcare needs, religious and spiritual attitudes
towards medicine, as well as criminal background (Cheatham et al., 2008). Many of these
hypotheses point in the direction of further structural explanations.
This example of AI in healthcare illustrates two key points: First, structural explanations are
common in the social sciences. The explanations offered for why Black patients have lower
medical expenses are a case in point. How medical professionals respond to Black patients, the
geographic distance to hospitals, and the lack of trust in the medical system are components of
an underlying social structure. It is such structural features that explain differences in average
medical expenditure. Second, not surprisingly then, structural explanations are indispensable
when you seek to understand, and anticipate, how AI begets injustice. In the case of the
healthcare algorithm, the injustice—not just any old “bias”—crept into production in that the
feature of “health” was operationalized as medical expenditures.

2.2 The Theory of Structural Injustice
One of the most influential and detailed accounts of structural injustice has been articulated by
the philosopher Iris Marion Young. The structure of society, as Young characterizes it, is “the
confluence of institutional rules and interactive routines, mobilization of resources, as well as
physical structures such as buildings and roads” (2006). Notice how the structure includes not
only rules and conventions—such as implicit assumptions about Black people—but also
material properties—the distance to the nearest emergency room. At the same time, informal
social norms and practices that are not governed by formal rules and conventions, such as
stereotypic beliefs, are important constituents of what we mean by “social structure”.
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Young (2011, pp. 43–45) offers an instructive example of structural injustice, the hypothetical
case of a single mother, Sandy. Sandy faces eviction because her apartment building was
bought by a property developer. When looking for a new home, Sandy realizes that she is
unable to afford most apartments that are geographically close to her workplace. After some
deliberation, Sandy decides to rent an apartment 45 minutes away from her workplace, and
reduce the length of her commute by also buying a car that she can drive to work. Unfortunately,
Sandy’s story has a tragic ending: before Sandy is allowed to move in, her prospective landlord
requires that she cough up three months’ advance rent. Having spent her savings on the new
car, Sandy simply doesn’t have the money. She and her children now face the terrifying
prospect of homelessness.
Fictional as the case may be, it is no stretch to say that many people have found themselves in
similar situations to Sandy’s. The case is stylized but sufficiently realistic—perhaps even typical.
Two things are noteworthy about this case.
Firstly, the case illustrates how unjust outcomes are brought about by agents with good
intentions.7 The injustice that Sandy endures—being evicted and rendered homeless despite
her attempts to make the best of the situation—does not result from the actions and decisions of
agents who are out to get her. It is perfectly imaginable that the other characters in this story,
such as the landlords, bank employees, mortgage brokers, and property developers, have
treated Sandy with decency and respect. They may even be doing their best as they face
personal struggles of their own. Sandy’s original landlord may have decided to sell the building
because his financial situation made it impossible for him to maintain it to the standards he
should (Young 2006). The point of Young’s story is instead that agents causally contribute to
Sandy’s homelessness because they were acting within the law and according to widely
accepted norms and moral rules.8
Secondly, identifying any individual action or policy that is wrongful or that causes all that is
ethically problematic about this situation seems hard or even impossible. Structural features and
not individual actions ultimately explains the predicament that Sandy finds herself in. Sandy’s
case hence illustrates on an individual level what we have seen in the aggregate in the medical
case. As in the case of Sandy, the fact that Black Americans have overall lower medical
expenses is not explained by individual choices or policies. Structural injustice stems from many
hands and many circumstances. Naturally, material possibilities, stereotypes, geographies, and
social norms are not the only drivers of racial disadvantage, but they hold much and important
explanatory value. The role of agents who are simply “following the rules” or “doing as
expected” cannot be overstated.
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The case of Sandy hence illustrates the judgment that we started with: No individual acts in a
vacuum. The idea of a social structure fills out the situated and context-specific spaces in which
we as individuals may often take ourselves to be acting. Accordingly, structural explanations
have considerable explanatory power, and are a staple type of explanation in the social
sciences (Little, 1991, Chapter 5; Haslanger, 2015; Soon, 2021). Structural explanations can
explain how Sandy ended up facing homelessness despite no individual wrongdoing and,
perhaps even, everyone’s best intentions. Structural explanations form the basis for theories of
structural injustice.
The concept of structural injustice, as we understand it, brings the power of structural
explanations to normative analysis. Structural injustice leverages structural explanations and
combines them with a theory of justice to enrich analysis, reasoning, and responses to injustice.
Three aspects are noteworthy.
First, structural injustice shifts the focus of our normative attention. It starts by seeking to
understand injustice instead of theorizing justice. This is a change of focus in both normative as
well as empirical theorizing. Normatively, the approach of structural injustice aims to provide a
positive account of injustice, that is, an evaluative theory that conceptualizes injustice not just as
the absence of justice or the distance to some ideal of justice. Empirically—our focus in this
chapter—structural injustice builds on structural explanations. Structural explanations afford
structural injustice great explanatory power. Structural explanations explain why particular
nameable groups are persistently disadvantaged. Moreover, structural explanations are
unifying. Structural explanations bring into focus commonalities between otherwise
disparate-seeming phenomena—the structural features that show up among both causes and
consequences. Structural injustice is hence a more holistic or fundamental normative
evaluation. This shift in focus—on injustice and on structures—is a hallmark of structural
injustice.
Take the example of a police officer who defends herself with objectionable force against a
Black man—much like how Amber Guyger fatally shot Botham Jean in his own apartment.
Empirically, structural injustice tries to explain how the shooting came about. This violence
arises not just from individual behavior but from social norms and practices, and our human
tendency to reproduce and reinforce them—by working together, upholding rules and
conventions. The social structure constrains and drives individual actions. The structure that
underlies police violence constitutes the criminal justice system, the operation of police
departments, and negative cultural stereotypes about Black persons. Structural injustice thus
identifies these as the targets of reform.
Second, structural injustice is forward-looking. It focuses on structural features. Yet, that does
not mean that structural injustice seeks to rectify historic injustice—although it could be
complemented in this way. Instead, structural injustice distinguishes between triggering and
maintaining causes: The relevant structural causes of racial disadvantage today differ from the
past structures that initially brought about Black disadvantage. Racial disadvantage may remain
alive and well even when state-sanctioned racial discrimination has come to an end (Nuti,
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2019). So in a way, the structural injustice has a temporal dimension and has important historic
origins. However, decades away from slavery and the Jim Crow era, racism operates now
through novel structrual mechanisms that past structures created, such as poverty, new forms of
oppression, and different social norms. Structural injustice seeks to understand and reform the
structural causes of injustice that operate today.
Finally, structural injustice accumulates. Compared to police violence or Sandy and her family
becoming homeless, the example of AI in healthcare appears less troubling. Yet, this impression
is misleading. On its own, this disadvantage caused by the healthcare algorithm may seem
relatively “small”. It may not necessarily make a meaningful difference to health outcomes given
that some patients can advocate for themselves and given that there are alternative treatment
options. Yet small disadvantages add up over time. Taken together, they explain why the
average health of the Black population is lower.9 Moreover, being less likely to receive
preventative healthcare treatment will have negative knock-on effects that lead to further
disadvantage. In this way, structural injustice accumulates or compounds seemingly small
disadvantages that derive from agents’ tendency to comply with, or operate within the
constraints of the status quo.
In sum, the approach of structural injustice has three key features. First, it builds on structural
explanations. That is, structural injustice explains phenomena not with reference to individual
“micro” attributes (actions of individuals or collective agents) but to broader “macro” attributes
(widespread habits of thought, commonplace social practices, compliance with formal or
informal norms). Second, structural injustice is forward-looking. It aims to identify and explain
the maintaining causes of injustices in order to reform them. Third, injustice and disadvantage
accumulate. On their own, an individual injustice might be trivial. The significance of structural
injustice can be properly appreciated only when looking at the big picture, where individuals
must simultaneously contend with many types of disadvantage and the constraints they
collectively impose. As Young has stated, “The accumulated effects [our emphasis] of past
decisions and actions have left their mark on the physical world”, in a way that forecloses future
possibilities” (2011, p. 53).

2.2 Structural Injustice Governs AI
We can now apply the theory of structural injustice to AI. Going beyond the example of AI in
healthcare, structural features influence the development and deployment of AI at all steps
along the AI pipeline (see the chapter on fairness in this volume for examples). Let us highlight
some of these steps.
For starters, structural features influence research agendas, methods, and the choice of
problems to tackle. AI research is highly resource-intensive and very expensive. For this reason,
powerful economic actors typically decide what problems to tackle and how. Structural
features—economic power, political and cultural influence—in part explain which AI is
9
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developed and deployed. Looking at who funds and directs AI research institutes that
investigate the “ethics” and “fairness” of AI, even at universities that purport to uphold academic
freedom and not shy away from critique, you will find it hard to resist the impression that the fox
is guarding the hen house (Le Bui & Noble, 2020). Indeed, the fox can just buy the hen house,
or, in fact, the whole farm. Next to regulatory capture and cultural capture (Kwak, 2014), in AI
governance there is now the problem of academic capture. Similarly, on a smaller scale,
individual researchers or public administrators play a causal role in the governance of AI. Again,
structural features relating to the social identities of AI’s primary movers and shakers—being
white, male, having a certain class background—in part explain how AI is developed and used.
The structural lens thus brings into focus a strategic analysis of capital interests and ideology,
and the causal relevance of social and economic categorical differences between individuals.
Combine this structural explanation with a theory of justice, and you may get the result: AI is a
form or a tool of structural injustice.
Second, structural injustice is reflected in the data. The case study on AI in health provides an
example: Patients who are similarly healthy differ in the medical expenses they incur, depending
on their race. Similarly, crime data reflect policing practices just as they reflect actual criminality.
In short, social structures explain the patterns of behavior and phenomena that data “represent”,
and social structures condition practices that generate these data. In the case of Sandy, the
available data might fail to account for her plight and the complexity of her case, but Sandy’s
story is likely to show up in data as in the form of significant disparities between different social
groups: geographic segregation by race and class or the intergenerational transmission of
wealth and opportunity. In an unjust status quo, data evidences—or can even be a driver
of—structural injustice.
Third, social structures shape the understanding and meaning of target variables (Fazelpour &
Danks, 2021; Passi & Barocas, 2019). Consider labels such as “gender”, “race”, “health”,
“criminality”, “creditworthiness”, or “academic potential”. These target variables do not merely
represent things that are “out there” in the world within a model. Instead, such labels
operationalize, encode, or calcify social concepts that are in flux. This is not just a semiotic
matter. The possible values of the “gender” variable imply a certain substantive view of what
gender is—is it social or biological, a binary or a continuum? Moreover, the meaning of “gender”
can significantly change the results of causal analyses (Hu & Kohler-Hausmann, 2020). The
analytical relevance and the material effects of the choice of data labels make data labels a
matter of structural injustice.
The following two points relate to fairness. There is a consensus in AI governance that AI
should be fair. However, this focus on fairness is limiting in important ways. The theory of
structural injustice makes clear why pursuing fairness is not enough.
Fourth, structural injustice contributes heavily towards epistemic limits in determining whether
an individual was fairly treated. epistemology of fairness. Fairness requires treating like cases
alike, but structural injustice makes it hard to tell which cases are alike in the first place.Was
Lakisha not hired because of her race, or because Emily was objectively more qualified? If race
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played a role, then the decision to hire Emily was unfair: Lakisha and Emily are alike (in relevant
respects) but were not treated alike. Similarly, did Sandy have to cough up a large deposit for
her new apartment because of stereotypes about the financial responsibility of black mothers?
Fairness says that differences should matter to the degree that they exist in a just society.
However, in a society rife with structural injustice, it is hard to distinguish between those
differences that are caused by injustice and those differences that would persist even if the
society were just.10 This larger epistemic problem for fairness is compounded by a smaller one,
namely, the fact that structural injustices accumulate and are therefore hard to track. In sum,
structural injustice makes it epistemically hard to be fair (Zimmermann & Lee-Stronach,
forthcoming). Any AI that aims to be fair hence needs to account for structural injustice [Kate’s
recommendation]. In a slogan, there can be no fairness without an understanding of social
structure and what injustice is due to structural maintaining causes. Even as AI might offer new
opportunities to formalize and account for structural difference and injustice (Herington, 2020;
Kusner & Loftus, 2020), epistemic limitations remain (Ludwig & Mullainathan, 2021).
Fifth, entrenched social structures limit the efficacy of fairness for justice. Fairness often fails to
produce justice, similar to how equality fails to produce equity. “Fairness”, like “equality” is often
understood as a formal condition or an intrinsic virtue of a decision procedure—think of how the
maxim to treat like cases alike is a potent source of disparate treatment, under which persons of
marginalized social identities are disadvantaged, intentionally or not, because of the failure to
recognize salient differences between various groups. In theory, it may be “fair” for prestigious
degree programs to only admit students who score high on standardized tests, insofar as “like”
candidates are accepted or rejected on the basis of a criterion that applies to all prospective
students. All the same, such requirements have had a disparate impact on members of
communities who, owing to structural injustices, have lacked the educational resources to score
relatively well on standardized tests (rather than being inherently less competent or suitable fits
for the university’s program). In an unjust status quo, in which injustice is maintained by social
structures, a focus on fairness makes it instrumentally hard or perhaps even impossible to
promote justice. Justice or “equity”, by contrast, may license unfair treatment for reasons of
justice (Vredenburgh in this volume). Think, here, of preferential hiring and affirmative action.
Such measures can affect structural change—by changing stereotypes, enabling role modeling,
affording recognition—but such measures are arguably unfair in this specific sense. Social
structure explains why a focus on fairness in AI might be insufficient for promoting justice.
Finally, social structures affect how AI interacts with the context in which it is deployed (consider
cases of disparate impact). The lens of social structural explanations is indispensable for
anticipating and analyzing the impact of AI. For example, if automatic license plate readers are
deployed among arterial roads where Black Americans are more likely to live, Black Americans
are more likely to be subject to the negative consequences of being falsely matched with a
license plate on a “hot list” of wanted plates. However, not all effects of structural injustice are so
easy to anticipate. Most are not. For example, economic theories of home mortgages hide and
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entrench structural injustice (Herzog, 2017). If even social scientists struggle to capture
structural injustice, engineering program managers, public administrators, or computer scientists
cannot hardly be expected to succeed on their own. This is an important governance problem
because understanding structural injustice is crucial for anyone seeking to anticipate and
analyze the impacts of AI.

3. Existing Normative AI Governance Frameworks
We have defended the structural injustice approach to the governance of AI. Other approaches
are available. The example of the medical AI could also be analyzed in terms of harms and
benefits—or in terms of values such as DEI. One could say: The algorithm harmed Black
patients. One could also say: The algorithm violated the value of equity, the training data was
not really diverse, and the development process not inclusive. Given the existence of such
alternative approaches, why choose the approach of structural injustice?
This question is particularly pressing because structural injustice can be hard to grasp—harder
than harms and benefits, at the very least. Structural injustice raises formidable methodological
challenges for researchers and policy-makers who want to draw on this theory.11 Given all this,
is the approach of structural injustice worth it? We argue that structural injustice is indispensable
in the conceptual toolkit. The theory of structural injustice has substantial advantages over other
ways of approaching normative and social problems of AI.

3.1 Harms and Benefits
One framework for analyzing the effects of AI builds on the concepts of harms and benefits. This
approach is intuitively compelling and familiar from the ethics of medical research. A particular
intervention or artifact—in this case, the use of AI—is evaluated by considering whether there is
a risk that individuals would be worse off than they would be without the intervention. Does AI
pose threats to their well-being, to their opportunities, or to their health? Are these harms
outweighed by benefits?
Such a harms-and-benefits approach surely has its place, but it suffers from severe potential
limitations.12 First, this approach fails to capture ethical problems in full. For starters, it is
typically restricted to analyzing individual harms and benefits. It may have a harder time
attending to collective harms. To go back to an earlier example: Marketing historically Black
neighborhoods in NYC as dangerous, exciting, and exotic does not seem to harm any individual
in particular. In theory, it could benefit a Black property-owner who leases out his apartment on
11

Here, we refer to a challenge that we cannot pursue in this chapter. It divides up into two sets of issues.
First, what is the relevant knowledge required to grasp structural injustice? Could the knowledge be
conveyed by social-scientific theories? If so, which ones? Alternatively, is such knowledge impossible to
quantify or formalize? Second, and relatedly, how can this knowledge be obtained? Do some individuals,
because of their social position or role, have better access to the relevant knowledge?
12
A good example of a harms-based framework in AI that avoids some of these problems is Microsoft’s
Azure Architecture Application Guide (Microsoft, 2021).
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Airbnb. Nevertheless, even language that is not obviously racialized may affect stereotypes and
norms about Black Americans, in a way that is not best described as a “harm” let alone one that
is separately identifiable and affects specific individuals. Similarly, the use of beauty standards
in advertising might not be harmful at all, let alone be harmful to a specific woman, but it may
promote distorted beliefs about women as a whole and be a form of structural injustice
(Widdows, 2021). Moreover, remember how structural injustice accumulates and compounds.
Whereas an approach of harms and benefits identifies individual harms, it may fail to see the
fuller picture of how these harms relate. The approach of structural injustice, by contrast, sees
disadvantages holistically, compounded by others and adding to other disadvantages in turn.
Second, the concepts of harms and benefits restrict the scope of ethical aspirations and values.
Many values are not reducible to harms and benefits.13 For example, some see it as important
that an AI system is explicable or accountable to those subject to it (for clarification on what this
means, see other chapters in this section). But the lack of explanations or the absence of
accountability does not necessarily constitute a harm. Moreover, some technologies could be
beneficial for individuals but still be morally wrong. For example, one can benefit from an
intervention that they have not consented to. Suppose that, with the help of AI, your employer
(or partner) secretly tracks your daily activities, including your dietary and exercise routines.
They use these data to serve you lunches that optimize your health and well-being. Despite this
benefit, intrusive surveillance without consent is morally off-putting, disturbing, and perhaps
morally impermissible. In sum, again a framework of harms and benefits fails to capture the full
picture. Governing AI with an eye only to harms and benefits would hence be a mistake. The
approach of structural injustice, by contrast, brings into focus structural features such as class
interests, economic power, or oppression—concepts that cannot be analyzed purely in terms of
harms and their combination.
A third problem with a harms and benefits approach is that a workable account of harms and
benefits will need to be accompanied with a theory of how, exactly, harms and benefits ought to
be weighed and aggregated. Suppose that some unfortunate individual, Jones, has suffered an
accident in the transmission room of a TV station (Scanlon, 1998, p. 235). Jones could be saved
from one hour of excruciating pain, but to do so, we would have to cancel the broadcast of a
football game, interrupting the pleasure experienced by enthusiastic football fans who are
excited about the game. Intuitively, the harm that Jones suffers outweighs the harms that
football fans would experience as a result of the canceled transmission. But this judgment
depends on a theory of value—and a controversial one. One might argue that, if the number of
football fans was sizable enough (e.g. millions of viewers), their collective pleasure might
outweigh Jones’s suffering. The aggregate benefit is greater than Jones’ individual harm. Thus,
despite its superficial simplicity, a harms and benefits approach requires a deeper set of
principles that describe the aggregation of harms and benefits over individuals and over time. In
the case of AI, we need a similar set of principles to justify why certain benefits (e.g. efficiency
or economic benefits) ought to be outweighed by considerations of racial justice. But such a set
of deeper principles is likely contested and incompatible with the value pluralism—and valuable
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pluralism—in societies. The harms and benefits approach is thus neither theoretically simple
and, likely, often incompatible with pluralism.

3.2 Values and Principles
Another approach is that of value statements or ethics principles. Computer scientists, data
scientists, or AI practitioners might have to take a pledge on some values or code of conduct,
similar to the Hippocratic Oath (e.g. O’Neil, 2016, Chapter 11). Organizations might articulate
their values, codify them, and bring them to life in their organizational culture and processes.
For a while, technology companies, public bodies, and professional associations prolifically
listed their principles and values—they may say that technology should be used
non-discriminatorily, and that AI should be explicable. DEI is, in part, an instance of this
approach. An organization may say that they are committed to diversity, equity, and inclusion
just as they may say that they are committed to explainable AI—with all the good that this
entails: The organization will have processes to determine the meaning of “diversity”, “equity”,
and “explainability” and to make sure its conduct is informed by these values. Moreover, when
an organization has publicly committed to such values, it can be held to them, from within as
well as from without.
Although such codes of conduct have their place (Davis, 1991; Stevens, 2008), similar to ethical
analyses based on harms and benefits, their efficacy is limited (Mittelstadt, 2019; Whittlestone et
al., 2019). Statements of values—even if they are articulated in detail, and even if these values
are sincerely held and underwritten by a public commitment and organizational structures—are
not a viable general approach to AI governance. DEI extends the list of organizational values
and principles but suffers from the same shortcomings of this more general approach. There are
risks of window-dressing, ethics-washing, and cheap talk. Organizational values might become
static and ethical governance might turn into a compliance exercise of box ticking (Boddington,
2020). More importantly, statements of values or principles are not a viable ethical framework for
the governance of AI for three reasons.
First, some organizations may see AI ethics as their mission but cannot, on their own, bring
values to life. Examples here are professional organizations, such as the Association of
Computing Machinery (ACM), the American Statistical Association, or the American Society for
Public Administration. Such organizations lack the processes to explicate, role-model,
incentivise, or enforce the values that they give themselves— processes that are crucial for
accountability and for codes to be effective in a governance context (Gasser & Schmitt, 2020;
Stevens, 2008).
Second, the task of governance may involve many actors with diverging or competing values.
The approach of articulating ethical values and principles, and bringing them to life, cannot do
much to reconcile differences. Similar to the problem of the harms and benefits approach, this is
a major shortcoming since value pluralism is central to many issues—from the ethics of
autonomous vehicles to the value alignment problem (Gabriel, 2020; Himmelreich, 2020).
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Of course, such pluralism could be accommodated, if the principles are limited to some basic
consensus. Such consensus or minimal principles could be ethical guardrails or democratic
principles and values. In this vein, the state—and especially its courts and executive
agencies—often purport to be based on values of this sort, neutral values or consensus values.
But whether such neutrality is feasible and whether it is desirable is questionable (Wall, 2021,
sec. 3.1). Moreover, there is likely a tradeoff between a set of values that is neutral and that can
find consensus on the one hand, and a set of values that is interesting, promotes justice, and
guides actions. Principles and values that may pass muster and count as neutral enough—such
as respect for value pluralism or freedom of speech—might just not be informative enough to
guide actions or regulations, let alone promote justice (Himmelreich, 2022).

3.3 Justice
A third possible evaluative framework centers around the idea of justice. Theories of justice
broaden our understanding of the unit of evaluation—beyond harms and benefits—and they
account for the foundations of values—beyond merely listing or stating them. Theories of justice
aim to orient reasoning and discussions of regulation and policy—and in this sense inform
policy-making—while they aim at the same time to have a broad appeal. This is because
theories of justice are meant to regulate issues of common concern. The idea is to have a
theory to regulate how we get along, in a way that makes room for conflicting views and beliefs
about what is morally right and good. Theories of justice start from the idea that there are moral
conflicts and deep disagreements on matters of common concern. All this makes theories of
justice the most useful and fitting lens to analyze normative issues of AI.
In both ordinary and philosophical discourse, the words “ethics” and “justice” are frequently run
together. It is commonly assumed that what is ethical is also just: the measure of justice, in a
particular society, is how ethically the state treats its citizens and other persons who are subject
to its power. Politics, then, is seen as amounting to applied ethics. Pressing political
questions—eg. whether capital punishment is morally permissible, or whether a state may block
immigrants from entry—are ethical questions similar to, say, whether eating meat or buying fast
fashion is morally permissible.
Justice, by contrast, is concerned with normative requirements or considerations that are
different—or have different emphasis—from those of ethics more broadly. As Bernard Williams
writes, political philosophy should “use distinctively political concepts, such as power, and its
normative relative, legitimation” (2005, p. 77).14 According to Williams, the structures we live
within must make sense to us, to the extent that we are able to see why it would be wrong for us
to reject or resist those structures. For theorists like Williams who strongly distinguish between
“ethics” and “politics”, the central puzzle of politics is not “are we being treated ethically?”, but
rather, “can we make sense of the exercises of power that we are routinely subject to?” Justice
hence is not a matter of compliance, of applying principles, or of living by values but it is instead
decidedly practical and involves processes, such as public deliberation and contestation. Put
14
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differently, justice is not primarily about treating people in line with ethical principles: instead, for
justice, exercises of power must be justified to those subject to them. The approach of justice
brings into focus questions of who may issue rules and whose word counts (authority), the
processes in which such rules are made and enforced (legitimacy), and the reasons for the
rules, decisions or actions (justification).
The task of theories of justice is to normatively ground the regulation and interrogation of power.
This applies to the legal system as well as to the markets and the economic system. Such
systems cannot take any form that power-holders desire. They must be built or maintained in a
way that makes sense to the persons who live within them. This is because, as Rawls insists,
power must be legitimated to us because of its “profound and present” effects on our lives—our
life-prospects, goals, attitudes, relationships, characters (Rawls, 1971). Suffice to say, a society
that persistently disadvantaged or subordinated persons on the basis of gender or race would
be extremely difficult, if not entirely impossible, to legitimate. It is more than reasonable, for a
Black man who is disproportionately subject to state-sanctioned police violence, to ask why he
should be required to accept these social conditions. Quite obviously, a racist social
arrangement would not “make sense” to him or others in his position. Either way, then, theories
of justice—whether as an extension or a reform of existing theories—are the right kind of
theoretical framework to address fundamental normative issues in the governance of AI.
Theories of justice spell out ideas of equality, freedom, and community. Such theories explain
why racism is wrong, why colonialism is wrong, what oppression is, how it can be overcome,
what an absence of these wrongs would look like, and why such a state would be desirable,
even under conditions of pluralism. Theories of justice also delineate and ground liberties. They
explain, for example, when and why citizens have a right to an explanation from courts or
administrative bodies.
The approach of justice has hence several advantages over the alternative approaches. In
contrast to harms and benefits, it broadens the unit of evaluation. In contrast to the approach of
listing values and principles, the justice-based approach aims not at values themselves but the
underlying reasons for values—it answers the question of why we need values like
explainability, accountability, or equity at all. And in contrast to both alternative approaches,
justice puts dilemmas and conflicts between individuals front and center. The approach of
justice aims to regulate matters of common concern. It presupposes and respects a meaningful
degree of conflict and disagreement.

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion in a Theory of Justice
The approach of justice hence is more foundational than the alternative two approaches. We
hope it can also be useful. To illustrate, consider how the approach of structural injustice in
particular recognizes calls for greater Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) as demands of
justice. Articulated as demands of justice, DEI is not an attempt on the part of marginalized
social groups to secure more power, resources, and advantage for themselves, as it is often
uncharitably interpreted. Nor is it a mere matter of generosity or beneficence that would help to
make the world a morally better place. From the perspective of justice, the values of DEI stand
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on reasons that should have a hold on everyone regardless of their self-interest. Such reasons
of justice weigh more heavily than the reasons to help others in need. Moreover, reasons of
justice are important because the institutions in an unjust society often lack legitimacy and
authority.
To illustrate how the demands of DEI can be seen as demands of justice, we need to unpack
the content of DEI in more detail. In our view, “diversity”, “equity”, and “inclusion” are separate
but closely interrelated ideas. Out of the three, we understand equity as the fundamental one.
Not surprisingly, egalitarian theories of justice require (or assume), among other things, some
form of gender and racial equity for justice to obtain. Women and persons of color cannot be
asked to accept a society that persistently subjects them to disadvantage. In this sense, in trying
to make society acceptable to everyone, DEI—and especially equity—formulates a partial ideal
of justice.
Moreover, the values of diversity and inclusion are instrumental for, or even constitutive of,
achieving this ideal of equity. For example, the tech industry remains heavily male-dominated,
and women have been twice as likely to leave as men.15 Arguably, gender equity can only be
achieved if tech corporations aim for gender diversity—for example, by actively recruiting and
retaining women. In the absence of women practitioners who are attentive to existing
gender-based disparities, there is considerable risk that AI will inadvertently perpetuate
structural gender injustice. At the same time, to be truly inclusive towards women, tech
corporations must reconsider their professional norms and practices, and how those may be
hostile or exclusionary to women. Sexist stereotypes about women’s inherent lack of suitability
for STEM fields, which can lead to biased and unfair treatment towards women employees,
must also be resisted.16
Approaching AI ethics through the lens of justice may not just vindicate and give structure to the
ideas of DEI. The approach of structural injustice may also enrich and clarify their content. The
idea of “diversity” can be—and for the purposes of US constitutional law, often has
been—understood as symmetric: A relatively homogenous group of students is technically
made more “diverse” by anyone who differs from the group members in one of many possible
dimensions, but the justice-based approach will interrogate the reasons for valuing “diversity”
and, from there, inform our sense of which diversities are relevant—this is why gender and
racial diversity have taken center-stage in attempts to “diversify” particular spaces, rather than
diversity in properties like hair or eye color. As we have seen, justice takes into account
persistent, and even historic, disadvantages that are connected to these social identities—see,
for example, Charles Mills’s reminder of the importance of corrective justice (2017, p. 208). To
make matters worse, “diversity” is often understood as an individualistic notion: An individual
improves a group’s diversity simply in virtue of their intrinsic properties. On this view, add an
15
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The pursuit of diversity and inclusion also relates to other ideas and values, not just to justice. Although
we focus on diversity and inclusion as requirements of justice, there can be other valuable instrumental
benefits to diversity and inclusion, such as greater epistemic performance of a group. For example, with
more diverse input, tech corporations might get better at developing helpful algorithms.
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engineer of color to the team, and the work of DEI is done. By contrast, an approach of
justice—especially an approach of structural injustice as that of Iris Young (2009)—looks to
overall social conditions that determine or constrain our possibilities, not merely to individual
contributions to individual groups. It serves as a reminder that structural disparities often
continue to obtain even when certain individuals from diverse backgrounds may achieve great
success within their occupation. Existing theories of justice and structural injustice hence may
not only ground the ideas of DEI, but may also enrich and clarify their content.

4. Conclusion
This chapter defends two important parts of a framework for the governance of AI: structure and
justice. We argued, first, that an approach to the governance of AI should avail itself of the
analytical benefits of structural explanations, and, second, that the evaluative component of
such a framework should be provided by a theory of justice. We illustrated the advantages of
structural explanations and how an approach of structural injustice recognized and advances
the values of DEI.
In conclusion, it is time to look forward. First, we sketch a relevant theoretical question in how
theories of justice relate to AI. Second, in a more practical vein, we outline how the approach of
structural injustice can be accompanied by an understanding of responsibility.

4.1 AI as Part of the Structure?
A theory of AI justice can take two forms. First, existing theories of justice can be applied to AI.
This strategy has clear prospects: Theories of justice can explain why AI should be explainable
just like other decisions should be explainable. The demand for explainability in AI may fall out
of a more general obligation to explain judicial and administrative decisions to those subject to
them.
Second, instead of merely applying theories of justice to AI, AI can be the novel subject of a
theory of justice. This second theoretical avenue is motivated by the thought that, broadly put,
AI changes the nature of society—the social structure, the subject of justice. AI not only
augments existing social practices, and AI does not just realize existing social functions in a
novel technological way. Instead, the idea is that AI raises questions of justice just like the tax
system, the financial system, the criminal justice system, the judicial system, or the social
system—e.g. interpersonal interactions and family—raise substantive questions of justice. On
this second approach, AI is seen as part of the social structure.
Justice and structure are closely related. A focus on justice requires a focus on structure. This
idea goes back to John Rawls whose work is foundational for contemporary theories of justice.17
17
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advantages from social cooperation” (1971, our emphasis). While we do not seek to defend a Rawlsian
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In Rawls’ picture, the subject of justice is the basic structure of a society, that is, all institutions,
taken together and over time—including political, legal, economic, social, civil systems—that
form the backdrop for life in this society.
Rawls—not surprisingly—assumes a narrow and dated idea of the basic structure in several
ways. First, Rawls pays relatively little attention to the individuals in the structure (Cohen, 1997).
Individuals need to obey the law but they are not subject to demands of justice directly. Rawls
concentrates instead largely on “the political constitution and principal economic and social
arrangements”. However, Rawls’s articulation of the basic structure falls short in a different
respect. While it briefly includes the “monogamous family” as an example of a “major social
institution (Rawls 1971), the feminist philosopher Susan Okin sharply critiques Rawls’s
inattention to families—including family structures that are not necessarily “monogamous” (Okin
, 1989, p. 93) and provides a detailed elaboration on how family units can be major sites of
social inequalities. Women are typically assumed to be responsible for performing the lion’s
share of domestic chores and caregiving labor, which may severely hamper their opportunities
relative to men. Additionally, families are the “first schools of moral development, where we first
learn to develop a sense of justice” (Okin, 1989, p. 31). Here, the implication is that unjust family
structures can hamper or distort our nascent capacities to observe just terms of cooperation
under circumstances of conflicting interests and scarce resources. For these reasons, Okin
believes that families must also be regulated by principles of justice. It is best to think of the
basic structure as including not only the legal system and the economy, but also the family. The
idea of the basic structure is thus not only closely related to ideas of justice, what counts as the
basic structure is also not set in stone, not even when we think about justice in the tradition of
Rawls.
We take Rawls’s willingness to adapt his definition of the “basic structure”, in the face of societal
upheaval, to be a sign that the idea of justice can and should be responsive to the growing
ubiquity of AI.
In the age of AI, and the overwhelming power of “Big Tech” to shape our everyday lives, AI
might have to be seen as an important component of this “basic structure”. The question is thus:
Should AI be seen as part of the basic structure?
Iason Gabriel (2022) argues that it should. He argues that the basic structure of society is best
understood as “a composite of socio-technical systems” that bring about “new forms of stable
institutional practice and behavior”. It would be mistaken to think of “the political constitution and
principal economic and social arrangements” as somehow removed or insulated from its
interactions with technology. Instead, AI “increasingly shapes elements of the basic structure in
relevant ways”. It mediates the distribution of basic rights and duties, along with the advantages
of social cooperation (Gabriel, 2022). The healthcare algorithm above is only one example.
Public services—from policing to welfare, housing, and infrastructure—are increasingly

theory of justice, nor is it necessary to spell out the exact principles of justice that Rawls has proposed,
his work is foundational to how we understand the point and purpose of a theory of justice.
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automated, with profound aggregate effects on those who are already disadvantaged (Eubanks,
2018).
However, the question of how to best develop theories justice for AI—by applying existing
theories or by rethinking conceptions of the basic structure—is still open. It is a crucial question
for ongoing normative and empirical research.

4.2 AI Justice via Responsibility
In closing, we want to highlight one practical upshot of structural injustice. Structural injustice
emphasizes individual responsibility (Goodin & Barry, 2021; McKeown, 2021). The cultivation of
practices of responsibility is thus an important topic for AI governance.
Injustice raises a question of responsibility: Who is responsible for rectifying structural injustice?
Two answers may immediately come to mind.
The first answer is that everyone is responsible together. Institutionally, this means that the state
might be responsible. States are already responsible for discharging duties of justice to their
citizens. States implement ideas of distributive justice: they tax, subsidize, incentivise in order to
allocate resources and opportunities. Private entities, by contrast, are not bound by
considerations of justice. Thus, they are not responsible for rectifying structural injustice.
The second answer is that nobody is responsible. After all, structural injustice emphasizes that
agents contribute to structural injustice despite the best of their intentions, that is, without
wronging anyone. It may thus be inappropriate to hold individuals responsible, let alone blame
them for structural injustice.
Both these answers are unsatisfactory.18 That states alone are responsible for rectifying
structural injustice is unconvincing. Our chapter has emphasized the growing power and
profound effects that AI has on individuals’ life-prospects. A state-centric view of political
responsibility would betray an overly limited view of the social structure. Many non-state
actors—“Big Tech” and billionaires—shape AI, whether AI itself is part of the basic structure or
not.
Moreover, both answers assume an overly narrow view of responsibility. They falsely assume
that responsibility entails blameworthiness. Instead, we can distinguish between attributive and
substantive responsibility. Attributive responsibility “helps us decide to whom we should attribute
(retrospectively) praise or blame for a particular state of affairs” (Parrish, 2009). Substantive
responsibility, by contrast, refers to what people are required to do (Scanlon, 1998, Chapter 6).
Suppose that, in a fit of anger, I spitefully pour water onto your laptop to damage it. Here, I am
clearly attributively responsible for destroying your laptop; it is appropriate for you to blame me
18
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for what I have done. Of course, I am also substantively responsible for paying for your laptop.
By contrast, suppose instead that I have accidentally spilled water on your laptop. It was an
accident with no fault on my part. In this scenario, I am not attributively responsible for
damaging your laptop but I can still be substantively responsible, due to the causal role I have
played in damaging the laptop. Paying for the repair is still on me.
For structural injustice, it seems best to focus on substantive responsibility. Even if individuals
are not to blame for structural injustice, they can still be responsible for rectifying it. The goal of
responsibility here is to identify and address individual actions, which may be blameless, but
that may have generated injustice. Moreover, we can ask what social changes will prevent—or
at least reduce the likelihood of—future structural disadvantage, even if they did not causally
contribute to existing structural injustice. These are two paths of assigning responsibility, without
blame, that operationalize the theory of structural injustice to affect structural reform.19
In conclusion, the overall picture that we hoped to sketch in this chapter is this: Structural
injustice offers an analytical framework and a normative framework—via structural explanations
and a theory of justice respectively. Both of these are, or so we have argued, indispensable for a
normative theory in the governance of AI. Moreover, structural injustice offers a useful practical
approach by aiming to identify responsibilities of individuals to reform where they can and to
rectify without blame.
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